
Chop your leek into 2 inch or so pieces, and place into the

saucepan. Cover with the cream. Turn on a medium-high heat

and bring to just before a boil. Cover and let sit for at least one

hour. 

Pre-heat oven to 400°F.  

Prep your celeriac by giving it a good peel, and removing all the

‘knobby dirty bits’ from the honker.  Chop it into large-ish pieces

(a few inches long/wide is just fine). I cut my 1 1/2 pound

celeriac into about 8 pieces.  

Spread on the baking sheet, and top with a few dashes of olive

oil, and a smattering (about a 1/2 teaspoon) of salt.  Pop into the

oven until the pieces soften, round about 20 minutes. 

You have two choices now:  Blend everything (celeriac, cream,

stock, a pinch of salt, and leeks) together. This will make the soup

beautiful and green. But also comes with the added step of

needing to ‘pass it’ through a drum sieve to get it smoothed on

out. This will remove the fibrousness of the leeks. 

Once blended simply take a large mixing bowl, and put the drum

sieve over it. Pour the mixture into the sieve, and push the

mixture through the sieve with a spatula or bench scraper.  

Take the ‘passed soup’ and stir in the vinegar. Taste. Add

additional salt, and stock if you’d like to ‘thin it out’.  OR

Remove the leeks and blend just the cream, stock, a pinch of salt,

and the celeriac together. Once smooth, add in the vinegar and

blend again. If it’s a bit too thick for your liking, add a tablespoon

of stock at a time and keep blending. 

Serve with a drizzle of high quality olive oil (I’m currently

obsessed with this Graza olive oil), a crack or two of pepper, and

a pinch of flaky salt.  IF you went with the passing method, a

swirl of about a 1/2 teaspoon of cream on each is beautiful. 
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Mise en Place Approach

Leek Infused Cream of Celeriac
SERVINGS:3-4 PREP TIME: 30 MIN COOKING TIME: 30

MIN

Left over leek bits (or just

leeks if you have them

around and need to use

them), about 1/2 lb 

Olive Oil

Salt

1 pint of cream

1 lb celeriac

1 pint stock or broth

Two splashes Tart Celery

Vinegar (or other light

vinegar)

Optional, chili flake of

choice 

Ingredients
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https://www.graza.co/products/drizzle
https://tartvinegar.com/products/celery-vinegar

